
Fendt 300 Vario



Engine 311 Vario 312 Vario 313 Vario 314 Vario
Maximum power ECE R 120 kW/hp 83/ 113 90/ 123 98/ 133 104/142
Maximum power with DP ECE R 120 kW/hp 112/152
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300 Vario Generation 4: Always the right choice.  
For 40 years. And for many years to come.
The Fendt 300 has been a unique success story since 1980, with 140,000 vehicles sold. This series is perfect for most  
farms in terms of performance, quality, versatility and outstanding residual value. The 4th generation Vario features  
the all-new driver's workstation with FendtONE as well as the high-end model 314 with 152 hp max. output. The concept  
seamlessly unites machine and office. With this, the 300 Vario is again a pioneer among compact standard tractors.
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High ground clearance for plant protection, even in late growth stages
Plant protection and fertilisation in late growth stages increase yield. The 300 Vario 
offers you the high ground clearance required for this. 500 mm for use with special 
crops. 500 mm = for the tyre options: 270/95 R32 front and 270/95 R48 rear.

DynamicPerformance (DP), Fendt's added power 
concept for greater area coverage and higher 
productivity
The 314 Vario DP has a maximum engine power of  
152 hp at an impressive torque of 650 Nm. The 
innovative power-boost concept DP releases up to  
10 hp more power when it's needed. It is not tied to 
driving speeds or special operational tasks, but works 
purely dynamically. Typically, the engine power of 
tractors is distributed across numerous power 
consumers – such as the PTO, hydraulics, engine fans 
and air conditioning. The system detects when certain 
components need more power and then provides it 
through smart control. DP works at a standstill – such 
as with your feed mixer wagon – just as it does on the 
move. DP also kicks in for groundwork and for slow 
transport journeys according to the power required 
from active consumer units. The 10 hp extra power  
of the 314 is great for farms that use a compact, 
lightweight and powerful tractor with reserves.

300 VARIO – ENGINE - TRANSMISSION - VEHICLE DESIGN

314 Vario DynamicPerformance: 
More than one step ahead

Vario added power – save up to 7% on time and 9%  
on diesel
The extra power of the Fendt Vario comes from always 
working at the perfect speed and optimum efficiency  
to achieve maximum area coverage. It taps into power 
reserves that powershift gears just can't touch. 
Independent tests* show that this saves you up to 7% in 
working hours* and up to 9% diesel* compared to shift 
gears, depending on the type of farm. For a 100 ha 
forage farm, this equates to up to 46 working hours  
per year and up to 11,600 litres in diesel** over  
7,000 operating hours. In terms of cash benefits with 
the continuous system, that's over €25,000***!
Basic data: *Landwirtschaftliches Wochenblatt Westfalen-Lippe, 5-2001; 100ha forage farm;  
**Own calculations: 140 hp tractor, 700 operating hours per year – runtime 10 years/7,000 operating 
hours; average consumption 20 l diesel / operating hours; saved operating costs: Rental costs  
for a 140-hp tractor – €20/operating hour*** (machinery syndicate rates for 140 hp –  
http://www.mr-bayreuth.de/images/inhalte/verrechnungsheft2018.pdf; 460 operating hours = 
€12,800/7,000 operating hours)
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Light, agile, stepless gliding at just 33kg/hp 
Soil compaction reduces yield, and that's true for arable farming and grassland. Extensive 
tyre options and the low weight-power ratio of the 300 Vario are gentle on your soil. At just 
5010 kg or 33kg/hp, the 314 Vario is a real lightweight. And it can ballasted to your needs. 
At the headland, benefit from its outstanding manoeuvrability with a min. turning radius  
of 4 metres.

Fendt 314Vario, 33kg/hp

Competitor 1, 43kg/hp

Competitor 2, 47kg/hp

The smart power-boost concept DynamicPerformance (DP) on the 
Fendt 314 Vario releases up to 10 hp more power on demand. However, 
this is regulated depending on the operating conditions, no matter what 
the driving speed. You can also benefit from PTO power either at a 
standstill, for soil cultivation or during transport. Benefits: lightweight 
tractor with more power, more area coverage and less fuel consumption 
per hectare.

Compressor 

Fan 

PTO 

Light 

Air-con 

Engine power 

Transmission 

Hydraulics 

Up to 3.5% 

Up to 6% 

Up to 2%

Up to 8%
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LANE GUIDANCE – TECHNOLOGY – DRIVING COMFORT – VALUE RETENTION –  

FENDT CARE SERVICES

When new ideas and old  
values come together

Easier attachment with da valve in the front panel
To make it easier to attach and detach front implements 
with their own hydraulics – like the hydraulic folding of 
side guards on front mowing units – the Fendt 300 
Vario now has connections for a double-acting valve in 
the front cover.

Up to 7% more area coverage with front axle 
suspension
The self-levelling front axle suspension with 80mm 
suspension guarantees the best traction and increases 
your area coverage by up to 7%. The ever powerful  
Vario drive also delivers the best driving safety even on 
hillsides or with front loader use.

Fendt Care – warranty extension up to  
8 years / 8,000 operating hours
Fendt offers particularly long policy periods of up to  
8 years or 8,000 operating hours. Another benefit is 
transferability in the event of reselling the machine and 
the possibility of renewal. This provides operational 
reliability, minimises the risk of repair costs and gives 
you a used machine that retains its value.

Outstanding value retention
The superior value retention of a 300 is a solid building 
block for its overall economic efficiency because it 
costs less per hour/acre. Cutting edge solutions like 
these often come to market years later. Benefit: a real 
investment even after years.

Top software for superior productivity: SC/VRC, 
Contour Assistant and Task Doc documentation 
For the first time, you can use all the Fendt lane 
guidance and documentation options with the light and 
smart 300 Vario. The Contour Assistant adds the 
wayline types Contour Segments and Single Track to 
the existing types. The different segments are recorded 
by just a single lap around the field using the Contour 
Segments wayline type. Field boundaries can therefore 
be quickly and easily established. Use Single Track to 
record an almost endless track with an open contour. 
Parallel tracks are not automatically generated and 
tramlines are stored as contour lines.

Never do the same job twice, with SC
With Fendt SectionControl for ISOBUS implements,  
you can apply seeds, fertilisers and pesticides without 
overlapping. This prevents double treatment and 
distances are automatically maintained.

Variable application with VariableRateControl (VRC)
If you transfer data with Task Doc, you can apply 
variable quantities as required and make your resources 
last longer. Task Doc for documentation is part of the 
latest solution in precision farming. The individual 
requirements for seeds, fertilisers and pesticides are 
shown on application maps, for retrieval and automatic 
release on the job. 

VariableRate Control
Big advantage: You can plan 
resources in detail in the field 
database.

With the help of SC assist, you 
can set the correction values for 
your implement. You can set the 
exact switch on/off points from 
the outset, making application far 
more economical.
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3 front power lift variants for precise adjustment and perfect traction
The power lift with vibration damping is available with position control as standard, or as a comfort front power lift 
with position and load relief control. This all helps optimise your feed quality. You drive the mower in a 'floating' 
fashion, with a support pressure defined in the terminal. It works at a constant height and follows the ground contour 
with precision. No need for conventional relief springs. The weight transferred from the implement to the front axle 
simultaneously increases traction and prevents drift on the hillside. Research studies confirm that this optimises the 
feed quality, as the raw ash content in the feed decreases and the sward is not pierced. For winter work with a snow 
plough, the constant field pressure control provides uniform clearing results.

The superior driving and working comfort of an HGV 
The intelligent combination of three systems guarantees maximum ride and 
operating comfort: lockable front axle suspension with anti-roll control, cab 
suspension (choose from mechanical or pneumatic) and active shock load 
stabilising. This gives the front axle an even load and the steering control is 
maintained. Together with the sensitive Fendt Reaction steering for safe straight-
ahead work, the 300 Vario offers truck-level driving and working comfort.
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300 VARIO: DASHBOARD – MULTIFUNCTION JOYSTICK – ARMREST

The new Fendt ONE  
drivers' workstation

Pure ergonomics: Multifunction joystick  
and crossgate lever
When we developed the new controls, we focused  
on intuitive operation as well as ergonomics. The 
multifunction joystick with improved handrest, for 
example, has been equipped with added functions and 
the crossgate lever has been ergonomically optimised, 
making it easier to operate different attachments.  
The new joystick has a total of 18 buttons as well as  
2 proportional buttons. 13 of these can be freely 
assigned.

Armrest control panel with ingenious colour guidance
Here you will find all functional groups in one place, in 
colour-coded control panels for gearboxes, power lifts, 
hydraulic valves and PTOs. There are also 5 freely 
assignable buttons, so you can customise the controls. 
The button allocation is set with the Individual 
Operation Manager (IOM) on the terminal. A clever 
colour concept helps the driver to quickly find their  
way around and avoid operator errors. The driver 
immediately sees whether buttons have been 
re-allocated by the colour concept. In the IOM you can 
also reprogram the 19 preset buttons, for functions  
like pre-activating the steering system (On/Off), the  
all-round indicator lights (On/Off) and valves.

300 Vario in 3 equipment 
versions Power, Profi and 
ProfiPlus
With its modular design, the 300 
Vario can be perfectly adapted to 
your requirements with a range of 
equipment to choose from. The 
Power variant (pictured above) 
starts with the high-performance, 
adjustable 10" digital dashboard. 
Simply adjust the settings with 
the new pushdial on the right-
hand armrest. The entire cockpit 
can be completely rotated and 
adjusted by foot pedal.

FENDT ONE: Intuitive use, connecting machine  
and office for the very first time
The Fendt 300 Vario series has been one of Fendt's 
biggest sellers for years.  This latest generation comes 
with Fendt ONE – an all-new driver's workstation.  
For the first time, the intuitive Fendt ONE operating 
philosophy combines machine operation with direct 
communication in the office. This makes the 300 Vario 
an absolute pioneer in ergonomics, control and ease  
of use. The concept is supplemented with an optional 
infotainment package and 4.1 sound system. 
Meticulously designed down to the last detail, Fendt 
ONE offers you the experience of intuitive control and 
functionality. The new driver's workstation includes a 
10" dashboard, an armrest with multifunction joystick 
and, depending on the equipment variant, a 12" 
terminal. With the armrest anchored to the seat, you can 
easily adjust any setting without much movement at all. 
There is also a second networked 12" terminal, which 
you can stow half way into the cab roof. The 3L joystick 
opens up new possibilities for operating ISOBUS 
equipment and tractor functions.
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Settings and overview in the dashboard
Above is the main digital cockpit where you can easily configure the main function groups. To the left and 
right is the road travel information, on permanent display, and in the middle are 4 sections for different 
settings. In the non-display variant, you can easily control the main groups with the new pushdial on the 
right armrest: power lifts, hydraulics, engine and transmission, on-board computer with consumption 
readings, ventilation, lighting, front axle suspension, valve assignment as well as service and diagnostics.

Infotainment bundle with 4.1 sound system
Four high-end speakers and a subwoofer deliver superior sound quality in the VisioPlus cab. Enjoy 
playback from your smartphone via USB, AUX-IN and Bluetooth. FM/AM/DAB+/HD and two antennas 
with permanent channel search also ensure uninterrupted radio reception. Make phone calls in your 
300 Vario with a fantastic quality hands-free kit: 8 microphones installed in the roof liner mean your 
hands are free and the sound is excellent. Use the Varioterminal options and the side control dial.
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CONTROLS, ARMRESTS AND TERMINALS

12" terminal –  
armrest and roof-mounted  
3L joystick and Infotainment

3L joystick with three operating levels and up to 27 functions for 
ISOBUS implement and tractor management
As well as the well-known crossgate lever, the new 3L joystick with up to 
3 operating levels and up to 27 functions is also available as an option. 
With the 3L joystick, you can control the front loaders Fendt Cargo and 
Fendt CargoProfi, including special functions. You can now use the 3rd 
valve together with the 3L joystick and the Fendt front loaders to run  
3 functions at the same time; use round baler forks to lift the front 
loader, retract the forks and close the clamp at the same time, for 
example. Another huge benefit is that as well as the multifunction lever, 
the 3L joystick can also be used to control an ISOBUS implement  
and/or tractor functions. If your working day includes frequent changes 
of direction, the reverse drive button makes your work quicker and 
fatigue-free.

New 12" terminals – more functions and display area
Depending on the equipment variant, the 300 Vario now features 
the 12" terminal, which includes all the guide-assist systems, such 
as Contour Assistant, SectionControl and VariableRateControl. The 
ever-increasing number of terminal applications means you need 
more display room in the tractor. Together with the new operating 
philosophy, the new Fendt 300 Vario features an optional second 
12" terminal in the roof on the right-hand side. Up to 6 freely 
configurable screens are shown on the terminals. The terminals 
can be operated using the pushdial but also via touch, for easier 
control. You can also assign the use of the keys in the Individual 
Operation Manager (IOM) on the terminal. A clever colour concept 
helps the driver to quickly find their way around and avoid operator 
errors. Linking the terminals, drivers can customise the display 
areas and get a better overview.

The extra 12" roof terminal on  
the right is linked to all the other 
terminals. You can shift the 
content so it works for you 
ergonomically. You can also 
partially push this terminal into 
the roof for a better overview on 
the road, so you can still use 50% 
of the display area for main views 
over 3 sections.
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Here are the control buttons for 
the all-wheel drive, differential 
locks on the left, power-lift 
settings on the right and in the 
middle the 5 freely assigned 
white buttons.

In the middle operating level, 
from the left, we have the 
following: hand throttle, speed 
spread, adjustment rockers 1 and 
2 (freely assignable), PTO 
actuation as well as front power 
lifts and rear power lifts with 
depth adjustment.

The lower control level includes the coloured LED display 
for each setting. The driver immediately sees whether 
buttons have been re-allocated by the colour concept.  
By default, these are the hydraulic valves.

As well as the familiar clover leaf operation, the new 
multifunction joystick includes 2 controls for 
proportional valve control as well as 4 freely 

assignable white keypads. 

The crossgate lever offers sensitive control without you 
having to reach over two control valves. The optional 

3rd and 4th hydraulic circuit lets you work with a whole 
range of equipment functions. These are activated and 

controlled by pushbuttons on the crossgate lever. 

You can easily manage the air conditioning 
and infotainment with 2 dedicated dials.

Control all the displays of the  
300 Vario with the central 
pushdial. Then we have 4 hotkeys 
for Home, Back, Phone and Lock.

This is where you can easily 
manage the usual transmission 

and driving functions with 
pushbuttons: including 2 engine 

speed programs, 2 cruise control 
settings and a new dial-controlled 

active cruise control setting. 
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FENDT SMART FARMING

FendtONE – seamlessly connecting 
office and machine.

- Easily send data to the machine terminal  
and vice versa – wherever, whenever.

- Open and vendor-independent system,  
with the option to manage mixed fleets

- Data sovereignty always lies with the customer

Choose from 4 modules
A total of 4 modules are available,  
which you can select as needed:
- Guidance system
- Agronomy
- Telemetry
- Machine control
Each module includes a basic package of the startup 
applications you need. You can also extend the 
modules with optional extras.

Consistent and intuitive operating philosophy
For the first time, the new FendtONE platform merges 
your machines and your office into one control unit. 
FendtONE combines the familiar operation of the 
tractor with the terminal for planning or control tasks 
that classically would take place in the office. You can 
schedule field data and orders on your computer or 
smart device wherever you are, and send them to your 
machine. The view from the driver's cab and online 
(from the office or on the move) is always the same. 
FendtONE helps you comply with legal documentation 
requirements and optimises your entire work 
processes.

Practical advantages at a glance: 
- Intuitive and uniform operation (same buttons 

 in the same place with the same icons)
- Centralised maintenance of master data  

(field data, machines, etc.)

Use it wherever you are, and on any device  
(tablet, mobile phone, PC)

Seamless data transfer makes it possible to manage  
waylines or create orders from any location. 

On the machine (terminal)
Ready for the future with the new 12" terminal!  
For more display space, integration and flexibility.

Whenever you buy a product or 
service with the Fuse logo, you 
can enjoy guaranteed open 
connectivity and compatibility 
within our core brand ranges as 
well as with other manufacturers' 
products. To find out more, go to 
www.FuseSmartFarming.com
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Tailored to your needs

Fendt Smart Farming Module Benefits Optional
Guidance system basic package
• Equips the tractor for lane guidance and the Fendt Guide application

• Even more efficient field work
• Indispensable for plant protection and all other field work
• Easy and intuitive
• Field data updated and managed in one place
• Less work for the driver
• Less overlapping during parallel runs 
• Higher productivity and fuel efficiency
• Full lane guidance capabilities

•   Choice of different receivers  
(NovAtel or Trimble)

• Fendt Contour Assistant
• Fendt TI
• Fendt TI Headland (Fendt TI Auto)

Agronomy basic package
• Includes the Fendt Task Doc and Fendt Task Manager apps
• Create orders and follow-up reports on the machine
• Full overview of completed jobs

• Overview of tasks and jobs
• Simplified documentation of jobs and field work
• Complete documentation of field work
• Ready for future reporting 
• Flexible data transfer: USB, Bluetooth or mobile network

• Next Machine Management
• agrirouter

Telemetry basic package
• For the best analysis and optional fleet management 
•  Use Fendt Connect to display and store data such as machine position,  

fuel consumption, speed and error codes
• Storage to evaluate work processes and machine condition 
•  Data is sent via the mobile network, so you can check machine data 

wherever you are

• Reliable planning, with the best application windows and machine performance
• Increased vehicle efficiency
• Access machine data wherever you are 
• Simple fleet management 
• Avoid machine downtimes by identifying error codes as soon as they appear
• Improved dealership service

Machine control basic package
• Prerequisite for additional ISOBUS functions
•  Simple and intuitive control of ISOBUS attachments with standardised  

cross-vendor interface as per Standard ISO 11783
• The tractor terminal and attachment are attached using a socket at the rear

• More efficient use of the setup and resources
• Better quality of work
• Helps you target your work for each sub-section
•  Saves on pesticides, fertilisers and seeds by targeting how you manage your  

work for each sub-section (VRC, SC)
• Maximum range of functions to manage ISOBUS implements
• Easy control of complex attachments
•  No additional ISOBUS hardware required for plant protection, thanks to the  

Fendt 3L joystick and its 27 functions

• Fendt Section Control (SC)
• Fendt VariableRateControl (VRC)
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Standard and optional equipment
Standard:  g 

Optional:  c 

Equipment variants.*

Po
we

r*
*

Pr
of

i

Pr
of

i+

Engine
Preheater unit (engine, transmission oil) c c c

Transmission
Shuttle function, stop-and-go function g g g

Acoustic signal when reversing c c c

Guidance system
Guidance system basic package g

Standard Trimble / NovAtel c

RTK Trimble / NovAtel c

TI Auto c

Contour Assistant c

Agronomy
Agronomy basic package c

Telemetry
Telemetry basic package c c

Machine control
Machine control basic package (ISOBUS) c g

Section Control (SC) c

Variable Rate Control (VRC) c

Vario operation
Multi-function joystick with cruise control, engine speed memory, automatic modes, 
controls for hydraulics

g g g

3L joystick c c

Individual Operation Manager – flexible key assignment g g g

Digital Dashboard g g g

12" terminal with touchscreen and key control c g

Second 12" terminal in roof c c

Fendt Active steering g

Cab
Active charcoal filter c c c

Mechanical cab suspension c g g

Pneumatic cab suspension c c

Super comfort seat 3-point belt c c c

Comfort seat, air sprung g g g

Super Comfort Seat, air sprung c c c

Air-conditioning g g g

Integrated automatic climate control c c c

Split windscreen and door on right c c c

Continuous windscreen g g g

One-piece windscreen and door on right c c c

Rear window wash/wipe c c c

Rear view mirror and wide-angle mirror electrically adjustable, heated c c

Auxiliary device holder c c c

Universal mobile phone holder c c c

Universal tablet holder c c c

Radio mounting kit with two stereo speakers g g g

Infotainment package c c

Infotainment bundle + 4.1 sound system c c

4 camera connections (digital/analogue) c c

4 USB ports c c c

Fendt Reaction steering system g g g

Brake level device c c c

Electric battery disconnect switch c c c

Lighting
Auxiliary lights front c c c

Work lights A-pillar c c c

A-pillar LED work lights c c c

* Please refer to the Settings for equipment variants ** Available for delivery from January 2021

Po
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*
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Lighting
Rear mudguard work lights c c c

Rear mudguard LED work lights c c c

Roof rear work lights / 2 pairs g g g

Roof rear LED work lights / 2 pairs c c c

Roof front external work lights g g g

Roof front external LED work lights c c c

Roof front internal work lights c c c

Roof front internal LED work lights c c c

Chassis
Front axle suspension self-levelling, lockable g g g

Steering brake g g g

Automatic trailer steering axle lock c c

Compressed air system 2-circuit system c c c

4WD  / differential locks
Rear / front differential with 100% disc locking and steering angle sensors g g g

Power lift
Sa front power lift, with external control (separate valve) c c c

Comfort front power lift da, with position control, external controls c c c

Comfort front power lift da, with position control and relief control, external controls c c c

Electrohydraulic power lift sa (EHR), g g g

Externally controlled rear power lift g g g

PTO
Front: 1000 rpm c c c

Rear PTO 540/WZW/1000 rpm c c c

Rear PTO 540/540E/1000 rpm g g g

Rear: Flanged PTO 540/540E/1000 rpm c c c

External controls for rear PTO g g g

PTO comfort control, electrohydr. preselection g g g

Hydraulics
EHS valve actuation crossgate lever, multi-function joystick g g g

EHS valve actuation linear module* c g g

External control for hydraulic control unit at rear c c c

Hydraulic tandem pump, hydraulic oil cooler (46+ 38 l/min) g

Load sensing system with axial piston pump (110 l/min) c g g

1st and 2nd EHS valve at rear g g g

3. EHS valve at rear c c c

4. EHS valve at rear or 3rd EHS valve at rear and 1st EHS valve in front c c c

Unpressurised rear return flow c c c

Rear DCUP couplings (connect under pressure) c c c

CUP coupling rear g g g

Additional equipment
Manual hitch g g g

Automatic trailer hitch with remote control, rear c c c

Ball coupling, height adjustable c c c

Hitch c c c

Drawbar c c c

Piton-fix c c c

Wheel weights, rear wheels c c c

Pivoting front wheel mudguard c g g

Front loader
Front loader Cargo 3X/70 c c c

Front loader Cargo 4X/75 c c c

Front loader Cargo 4X/75 Compact c c c

Front loader Cargo 4X/75 Profi** c c

FENDT 300 VARIO
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Technical specifications.

311 Vario 312 Vario 313 Vario 314 Vario
Engine
Rated power ECE R 120 kW/hp 74/ 100 83/ 113 90/ 123 97/132
Rated power with DP ECE R 120 (approval rating) kW/hp 104/142
Maximum power ECE R 120 kW/hp 83/ 113 90/ 123 98/ 133 104/142
Maximum power with DP ECE R 120 kW/hp 112/152
No. of cylinders Number 4 4 4 4
Cylinder bore/stroke mm 108 / 120 108/ 120 108/ 120 108/ 120
Cubic capacity cm³ 4400 4400 4400 4400
Rated speed rpm 2100 2100 2100 2100
Max. torque at 1500 rpm Nm 497 536 571 608
Max. torque with DP at 1500 rpm Nm 650
Torque rise % 48.3 41.5 38.9 37.2
Fuel level litres 210.0 210.0 210.0 210.0
AdBlue tank litres 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.0

Transmission and PTO
Transmission type ML 75 ML 75 ML 75 ML 75
Speed range forward km/h 0,02-40 0,02-40 0,02-40 0,02-40
Speed range reverse km/h 0,02-25 0,02-25 0,02-25 0,02-25
Top speed km/h 40 40 40 40

Rear PTO 540/ 540E/ 
1000

540/ 540E/ 
1000

540/ 540E/ 
1000

540/ 540E/ 
1000

Rear PTO option (including ground speed PTO) 540/1000/4,2 540/1000/4,2 540/1000/4,2 540/1000/4,2
Front PTO option 1000 1000 1000 1000

Power lift and hydraulics
Dual hydraulic pump l/min 46+38 46+38 46+38 46+38
Variable flow pump l/min 110 110 110 110
Working pressure / control pressure bar 200 200 200 200
Max. valves (front/centre/rear) Number 0/0/4 0/0/4 0/0/4 0/0/4
Max. valves available as an option (front/centre/rear) Number 1/0/3 1/0/3 1/0/3 1/0/3
Max. available hydraulic oil volume litres 43 43 43 43
Max. lift capacity of rear power lift daN 5960 5960 5960 5960
Max. lift capacity of front power lift daN 3130 3130 3130 3130

Tyres
Front tyres (standard) 440/65R24 440/65R24 480/65R24 480/65R24
Standard tyres rear 540/65R34 540/65R34 540/65R38 540/65R38
1. Optional front tyres 480/65R24 480/65R24 16.9R24 16.9R24
1. Optional rear tyres 540/65R38 540/65R38 18.4R38 18.4R38
2. Optional front tyres 540/65R24 540/65R24 540/65R24 540/65R24
2. Optional rear tyres 600/65R38 600/65R38 600/65R38 600/65R38

Dimensions
Front track width (standard tyres) mm 1685 1685 1820 1820
Rear track width (standard tyres) mm 1660 1660 1800 1800
Overall width with standard tyres mm 2220 2220 2320 2320
Overall length mm 4336 4336 4336 4336
Overall cab height with standard tyres without Fendt Guide mm 2820 2820 2860 2860
Overall cab height with standard tyres with Fendt Guide mm 2870 2870 2910 2910
Max. ground clearance mm 510 510 510 510
Wheelbase mm 2420 2420 2420 2420

Weights
Unladen weight (base tractor with cab - full tanks, without driver) kg 4850.0 4850.0 5010.0 5010.0
Max. permissible overall weight kg 8500.0 8500.0 8500.0 8500.0
Max. trailer hitch load kg 2000.0 2000.0 2000.0 2000.0

FENDT 300 VARIO
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It’s Fendt.  Because we understand Agriculture.

AGCO GmbH – Fendt Marketing
87616 Marktoberdorf, Germany

Fendt is a worldwide brand of AGCO. 
All details regarding scope of delivery, appearance, performance, dimensions and weights, fuel 
consumption and running costs of vehicles reflect the latest information available at the time of print. 
These may change by the time of purchase. Your Fendt dealer will be happy to inform you about any 
changes. The vehicles shown do not feature country-specific equipment.
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www.fendt.com 




